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Results

Prediction

Experiment 1

Integration Time

• Objects and scenes are readily understood
(Potter, 1976; Thorpe et al., 1996).

• Descriptions suggest that features of the picture cohere

>

(Intraub, 1981).

Temporal Migration: unrelated object (frame) on one picture (target).

• Results suggested this was not due to the target being masked, or
to spatial separation between target and frame.
• Most important: RT to detect the frame was 26 ms faster when the
frame “migrated” to the -1 than the +1 picture (Intraub, 1989).
Might integration of target/frame be facilitated by shared color?

Integrative Buffer Model

Method
• Pictures with Visual Duration Thresholds (VDTs: Intraub, 1979) < 50 ms used.
• Pictures analyzed with k-means clustering (Altman & Krzywinski, 2017) to
obtain best matched (most representative) color and a mismatched color
to create frames.

Mismatched

(Potter, 1976)

Design and Procedure
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• Color has been shown to facilitate scene categorization (Oliva &
Schyns, 2000) and activation of scene gist (Castelhano & Henderson, 2008).
• Color provides a relation between previously “unrelated visual
component[s]” (Intraub, 1985).
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Presentation Rate

• Color matching facilitated integration of frame and target, increasing hit rate
and reducing migration errors, particularly at 100 and 117 ms rates.
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Color Matching Hypothesis
• Gestalt grouping by similarity suggests components of similar color
are more easily/quickly grouped together (Wagemans et al., 2012).
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Conclusion

*Mismatched trials: picture
matching frame at least 5
positions away.
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Exploratory post-hoc tests: color effect was significant only at the slower rate (p < .005).

• Participants called out where they saw the frame and confidence score.
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Hit Rate

Matched

2 (match type) x 2 (pic set) x 2 (pres. rate) ANOVA on hit rate: matched > mismatched trials (F(1,62)
= 11.9, p < .005, η2 = .006), slow > fast (F(1,62) = 405.0, p < .001, η2 = .486), other effects n.s.

• Repeated-measures design (n = 57):
Matched trials: target presented with frame of best matched color.
Mismatched trials: target presented with frame of different color.
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*Guess trials removed

2 (match type) x 2 (pic set) ANOVA on hit rate: matched > mismatched trials (F(1,55) = 9.3, p
< .005, η2 = .019), other effects n.s. Color matching facilitated successful integration.
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• 48 trials: 24 matched and 24 mismatched (randomly intermixed).
Target picture in serial positions 2, 5, 8, and 11.
Always presented with same two flanking pictures (all 3 ≈ VDTs).
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• Stimuli: 24 pictures, encompassing a full color range.

Hit
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Proportion of Responses

• ≈ 50% of trials, participants reported it around the wrong picture
- usually the -1 or +1 picture (Intraub, 1985; 1989).

Proportion of Responses
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Migration Pattern – 100 ms
Proportion of Hits

Features are rapidly integrated in RSVP photo streams ≈ 100 ms/pic.

Proportion of Hits

Background

• Integrative Buffer Model: color matching reduced time required to integrate
the simultaneously presented picture and frame into a unified percept.
• Effect size was small; however,
only one color was matched. In
ongoing research, frames that
more fully capture the color
profile of pictures are being used
• Although frame and picture are separate objects, a low-level feature (color
similarity) facilitated their integration into a single percept.
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